NAHC-NHPCO ALLIANCE

The new home to engage with the leading authority in transforming care in the home.

1. LEAD
   - Stay Informed – Members have the latest news at their fingertips. From breaking regulatory news to in-depth analysis, the NAHC-NHPCO Alliance filters out the noise so members have the essential information to lead their programs.
   - Expert Guidance – Need help figuring out a question or implementing a program? NAHC-NHPCO Alliance’s experts are just an email away.
   - Stay Competitive – Through webinars, online education, and conferences NAHC-NHPCO Alliance keeps leaders ahead of the trends that will affect their organization.

2. ELEVATE
   - Answer a Question – Helping other members solve a problem via online communities is a great way to demonstrate your expertise to a national audience.
   - Get Solutions and Insights – NAHC-NHPCO Alliance’s Regulatory, Quality, and Palliative Care Teams host monthly office hours to troubleshoot challenges, share new ideas, and network.
   - Thought Leadership – Step onto the stage (or screen) to share innovations and successes. Whether at a national conference or community-led webinar, you have opportunities to help others grow while elevating your organization’s profile.

3. INFLUENCE
   - Local Experts – NAHC-NHPCO Alliance members are the trusted “local experts” lawmakers seek out on community-based policy issues.

4. SERVE
   - Committees and Councils – In addition to giving back to the community, serving on a committee or council opens the door to national leadership. From policy to professional development, from discipline-based to issue-focused, there is an opportunity for you.
   - Mentoring Program – Members support the community by providing experienced industry leaders the opportunity to mentor rising or new professionals.

5. COLLABORATE
   - Connect In-Person – Learn, collaborate, and refresh with colleagues at NAHC-NHPCO Alliance’s conferences.
   - Connect Online – Participate in member-only online discussions, demonstrate your expertise by responding to discussion posts, and share templates and resources via online libraries.

6. SHARE
   - Empower Your Workforce – Involve your entire staff in membership. NAHC-NHPCO Alliance’s programs and resources cater to everyone from the CEO to the CNA. Sharing membership across the team demonstrates your commitment to their professional development.